Discussion in Pre-bid meeting on 06/01/2015.
1. Scope of work was further discussed, Vendor may study all the technicalities for enhancing their domain
knowledge from the department. Mr. Mukesh Singh, Jt. Secretary may be contacted for getting the domain
knowledge (Functional Part). For query in IT technical part( standard, technology, architecture, security
compliance) Mr. Motiur Rahman, Technical Director, NIC may be contacted over mail(motiur@nic.in).
2. Each vendor needs to give a technical presentation showcasing technical solution, architecture, UI,
workflow for the same. Vendor may develop Prototype demo with demo data only for their presentations.
3. Development technology was once clarified. It should be in Open standard based software and
development technology would be MVC may be in PHP-MySql/pgSQl. Vendor may also consider JavaMysql/pgSQL.
4. Regarding STQC capability certificate mentioned in the prequalification, it will be treated as preferential
not mandatory. But vendor having STQC capability certificate will score extra point.
5. The application would be Role Based Multi-administered system so that only relevant information will be
available to the relevant stakeholder and the vendor will showcase in their presentation on how the
application will guide the user(training seeker/ training institute/ management)to render relevant
information only.
6. Technical Presentation date is on 30th Jan 2015 and vendor will be informed by 27th Jan 2015 for
presentation date and time. All the presentation related files in soft copies need to be handed over to us for
technical evaluation. Based on the technical presentation, quality of the demo, the department will shortlist
the vendor with a freezed scope and then they will be asked for providing financial bid.
7. It was clarified against a query of a Vendor that currently Private Engineering colleges will not participate
or not be considered as training institutes. Only existing approved training institutes of various departments
will participate in the portal.
8. Security Audit should be done from Youth Department's staging server only.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Discussion in absence of vendor
1. Development is expected to be finished by 3 months.
2. In terms and conditions it needs to be mentioned that minor modification (no business logic change
in code) should be incorporated by the vendor free of cost.
3. Vendor may need to give many times training after the delivery, the department will arrange the
logistics part but trainers should be provided by the vendor.
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